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Adapted from the original text, *Arthur's Christmas*, by Marc Brown.
Arthur and DW go to the store.

Arthur wants to get Santa a gift.

Arthur can not find the best gift for Santa.
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Arthur and DW go home.

Arthur's grandmother comes to stay for Christmas.
Arthur worries that Arthur will not find the best gift for Santa in time.
Arthur goes to a different store.

Arthur can not find the best gift for Santa.
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Arthur sees Santa at the ice cream store.
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Arthur goes home to think about what Arthur can give Santa.
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Arthur's family goes caroling.

Arthur does not want to go.

Arthur goes for a walk.
Arthur sees Santa all over town.

Santa is eating different things.
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Arthur gets an idea for the best gift for Santa!

Arthur goes home and counts Arthur’s money.
Arthur and DW go to the grocery store.
Arthur and DW go home.

Arthur does not tell the family what Arthur is giving Santa.
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Arthur makes Santa all of the food Santa likes to eat!

Arthur mixes it all together.
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DW worries that Santa will not like the mixed up food.

DW and the dog go downstairs when Arthur is asleep.
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DW has the dog eat all of the food!

The end.
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